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Dove Peace Card Class 

Supplies: 

Sue Wilson Season’s Greeting Die CED3028 
Sue Wilson Dove Die CED3035 
Sue Wilson Fir Tree Dies CED3041 
Sue Wilson Christmas Scene Die CED3025 
Creative Expressions Silver Moon Gilding Flakes 
Icicle Blue Sparkle Glitter paste (to glitter the trees) 907625 
Tattered Lace Sticky Back Sheets ESS08 
Creative Expressions Dries Clear Glue 
Foam scrubber, Tooth brush 
White and Navy Card stock 
Foam Tabs 
Double sided tape and mounting tape (strips) 
 
Instructions: 
 

1. Cut a piece of white card stock 10” x 7” and fold in half 
to create a 5” x 7” card. 

2. Cut a piece of blue card stock that measures 6¾ x 43/4. 
3. Place the two scene dies on top of the blue cards stock 
4. Tape the two dies in place and die cut both together..  
5. Emboss the outer frame using the embossing mat. 
6. Cut a piece of the sticky back sheet the same size as the blue card and peel back one of the 

protective layers and place on the back of the blue die cut. Die cut a piece of white card stock the 
same size as the blue sheet, peel back the protective layer and attach. 

7. Spread some silver gilding flakes over the adhesive that is exposed into the die but areas.   
8. Rub the gilding flakes over the design using a plastic scrubber and remove the excess.  Place the 

leftover gilding flakes back into the container. 
9. Polish the gilding flakes using a soft toothbrush 
10. Die cut the inner swirl frame out of the center using the inner rectangle die.  (Die cutting the inner 

frame will provide a clean cut of both layers. 
11. Die cut the dove out of white and emboss using the embossing foam mat 
12. Cut out an extra set of the dove wings. 
13. Die cut the Season’s Greetings sentiment out of blue card stock 
14. Die cut the “Peace’ Sentiment out of white card stock 
15. Die cut three of the fir trees (three smallest sizes) 
16. Attach the gilded outer frame to the white card using double sided tape or mounting foam.  Attach 

the inner frame inside the outer frame using mounting foam so that it is raised.  
17. Attach the dove into the center of the center circle using foam tabs.  
18. Trim and glue the extra dove wings to the dove. 
19. Apply white glitter paste to the trees as desired and let dry. 
20. Attach the trees, PEACE and sentiment to the card as shown using foam tabs or glue. 
21. Attach the sentiment “Season’s Greetings” to the inside of the card using glue. 
22. Attach a die cut tree to the inside of the card as well. 
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